A data acquisition method has been developed at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) that provides accumtc beam parameter information using sub-toltxance excitation and synchronized detection. This is being applied to several SLC sub-systems to provide high speed 'on 'feedback' is required that does not restore the beam to any previous setting but instead moves it as required in order to reach an optimum as defined with respect to a well defined signal These loops then perform many routine tasks presently delegated to operators and the operators task becomes one of monitoring their performance.
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Typical application of minimization loops is
IL Technique
The technique is an improvement over previously established correlation procedures3 since it uses a sub-tolerance excitation and measures only the local slope. The luminosity lost in the process can be easily estimated in the case where the luminosity depends quadratically on the con- Loss in luminosity, assuming a quadratic behavior of the luminosity around present state:
The loss in luminosity is fixed for a given desired accuracy. Using a large number of small steps or a small number of large step0 is equivah t . This is only true for &ear response.
Furthermore the accuracy depends on the beam stability during h e messuremeot
The technique relies 00-the broadly based, powerful, synchronized data acquisition of the SLC control system. In the scheme adopted for this purpose, synctrronizing codes are braadcast to all SLC remote data acqbition computers. The codes serve to prepare and start the sequence, guaranteeing that the control device is adjusted and the data cok!ccl on the comct pulse. Data can be acquired firom thtoughout the complex providing a mecbaaiolii for correlation studies. In the f d a c k centmi processor, the signal is analyzed against the excitation and &e response is estimated. Figure 1 shows Table 1 liots some of the applications of " h a t i o n f d in the SLC. The h t two rows outline the average phase stabilization. We will now dewribe this application. by -5%
III. Application and Rcrultr
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by -5% Table 1 . The first minimization loops to be implemented at SLC. The last 4 are an extension of existing automated interaction region (IP) tuning.
V. References
The single, high peak current bunch in the SLC linac requires strong beam loading compensation for longitudinal wakefield compensation. The slope of the accelerating RF is used for compensation with the bunch typically placed 5 to 10' ahead of the crest. The energy spread and the tails of the energy spread distribution must be minimized to achieve optimum performance of the downstream chromatic corrections and to reduce detector backgrounds. The problem is that the optimum is poorly defined by the wire scans of the profile itself. Assuming constant intensity and bunch length, the optimum phase offset (t$offl is constant and by determining +off from dE/d+, the derivative of energy with respect to phase we can more accurately place the bunch on the RF. The feedback loop will dither the beam with a 30Hz cycle period, *1 digital to analog converter least significant bit, and apply the control at an update rate of 0.1 Hz. Note that for the narrow band technique, different dithering frequencies are required if multiple loops operate at once.
IV. Conclusion
The narrow band dither technique will have application in other machines4. It has the promise of providing accurate data that is not possible to acquire in more conventional look and adjust schemes. Ultimately, this technique may be used to remove some of the load of the operators.
